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Abstract This research aimed to determine the extent of the relevance of 2nd Biology laboratory practice subject matter with biology material. Laboratory practice is part of learning to test and apply a concept in the form of learning activities or in high school. The method used is descriptive. Data was obtained from Biology Education students who have taken 2nd Biology Laboratory practice courses towards students. Instrument used is questionnaire, and analyze data used is descriptive. The results obtained on the relevance of the experimental substance to improve the competence of practicing laboratory practice in schools are that 44.21% strongly agree, 42.41% agree, and 10.96% disagree. The usefulness of the substance of the experiment in improving the competence of carrying out biology laboratory practice in schools is that on average as much as 55.04% strongly agree, and as much as 43.84% agree. The conclusions and suggestions from this study need to include other alternative materials for the experiment, bearing in mind that not all laboratories in the schools have complete laboratory tools and materials.
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1. Introduction

Laboratory practice is a part of learning that is intended to be discussed and proposed by the theory in real situations. In a more specific sense, a laboratory practice is a form of learning activity intended to strengthen student knowledge of course material through an application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of theories applied in laboratories through the field [1–3]. Laboratory practice is an activity that requires students to make observations, experiments, or testing a concept or principle of course material that is conducted inside or outside the laboratory [4,5]. Practical activities are carried out under the guidance of the instructor/supervisor. 2nd Biology Laboratory practice must be taken by all students from various inputs ranging from senior high school equivalents to Non-Biology Education, constituting the main course and also as a prerequisite for taking the Final Examination Program.

In accordance with the explanation above, the laboratory practice courses in the Biology Education Study Program are the application courses of the concept of Biology Education Study courses. Based on the concepts that have been learned in each course in the Biology Education Study program, students should be able to apply the concepts/materials that have been learned and their relevance to the curriculum in junior and senior high schools, because for developing their profession as a teacher it is expected to be able to apply the skills of practicing laboratory practice to conduct learning and design laboratory practice activities at school [6,7].

Along with the development and demands of the Biology curriculum in junior and senior high schools, teachers are expected to be skilled in presenting learning by including laboratory practice. In this condition laboratory practice becomes student learning activities in schools [8,9]. To find out the implementation of laboratory practice in schools and curriculum demands, it is necessary to study the relevance and usefulness of 2nd Biology laboratory practice material on improving the ability of teachers or the competence of middle and high school teachers. In the implementation of learning, Biology Education students have taken laboratory practice courses in Biology at various to support their performance in the implementation of Biology Learning in Schools.

Science and technology, both as the substance of teaching materials and tools for organizing learning, continue to develop [10,11]. This dynamic requires teachers to always improve and adjust their competencies to be able to develop and present the actual subject matter using various approaches, methods, and the latest learning
technology [12,13]. Only in that way is the teacher able to organize learning that successfully leads students into the world of life in accordance with the needs and challenges of his day. Conversely, the unwillingness and inability of teachers to adjust their insights and competencies to the demands of the development of their professional environment will actually be one of the factors inhibiting the achievement of educational and learning goals.

Biology learning should involve students actively in practicing. The role of laboratory practice in learning is that it can support students to develop thinking skills and abilities. Laboratory practice implementation can stimulate students to be active in solving problems, think critically in analyzing existing problems and facts, and discover concepts and principles, so as to create more meaningful learning activities with a conducive learning atmosphere. The ability to solve problems, think critically and think creatively is the essence of educational goals and becomes the need for students to face the real world [14,15].

Until now, both in fact and in perception, there are still many people who doubt the competence of teachers both in the field of study being taught and other fields that support especially the didactic and methodical areas of learning. This doubt is reasonable because it is supported by the results of the competency test which shows that there are still many teachers who have not yet reached the competency standard set. This competency test also shows that there are still many teachers who do not master the use of information and communication technology (ICT). Trial video studies of a number of teachers in several sample locations complement the evidence of that doubt. Another conclusion is that learning in the classroom is more dominated by one-way lectures from the teacher and questions and answers are very rare. This reflects how many teachers still do not try to improve and update their professionalism [16,17].

The laboratory practice method is a way of presenting learning by using experiments [18,19]. In the implementation of this method, students carry out activities that include controlling variables, observing, involving comparison or control, and using practical tools. In the learning process using laboratory practice methods, students are given the opportunity to experience it themselves or do it themselves. By doing laboratory practice students will become more confident about one thing or concept rather than just accepting explanations from the teacher and books, which can enrich experiences, develop scientific attitudes so that learning outcomes will last longer in students' memories.

The purpose of this study was to determine the extent of the relevance of 2nd Biology laboratory practice subject matter with biology material. The relevance of the titles of laboratory practice subject matter with laboratory practice of biology. Then, Meaning/usefulness of practical laboratory practice subject matters for 2nd Biology Laboratory practice in carrying out laboratory practice in Schools, the Meaning of laboratory practice material in supporting the enrichment and insight of teachers in providing learning in schools.

2. Methods

This research uses a descriptive method. The instrument used was in the form of a questionnaire divided into 3 components according to the problem that raised and an interview sheet for undergraduate students of Biology Education Universitas Terbuka who had become a Biology teacher and had taken 2nd Biology Laboratory practice. The location was used as a research data sample namely students from Jakarta, Bogor, Serang, and Bandung to find out the extent of relevance and application of 2nd Biology Laboratory practice. Design flows in the implementation of data collection, namely the Biology Practical Book, Biology Learning Materials, Biology Teacher Competencies in Schools, Relevance and Use / Benefits by students. Data processing uses calculations based on the amount of data obtained from items using the percentage table questions, while for the items of experience, proposals, and suggestions/interviews the data is grouped according to the issue and then analyzed qualitatively.

3. Result and Discussion

Based on the data acquisition of 46 respondents in the 3 items above, the results of data acquisition in points 1 and 2 after calculating the average will be presented in tabular form; while for item 3 on experiences, proposals and suggestions which are grouped according to the module will be analyzed descriptively and qualitatively. The average results obtained for each module on the relevance of the substance of the experiment in increasing the competence of conducting Biology Laboratory practice in Schools can be seen in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1. The relevance of Biology Experiment material in junior/senior high schools

Based on the data in table 1 and the description from
the table above, the results of the acquisition of respondents’ opinion about the relevance of the substance of the experiment to improve the competence of practicing laboratory practice in the school are that 44.21% strongly agree, and as much as 42.41% agree and only 10.96% disagree. So 44.21% of students agreed that the substance of the experiment was relevant to improve the competence of laboratory practice in school. The average results obtained for each module on the usefulness of the substance of the experiment in increasing the competence of conducting Biology Laboratory practice in Schools can be seen in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. Use of Biology Experiment material in junior/ senior high schools

Based on the results of the opinion of respondents in diagram 2 about the usefulness of the substance of the experiment in improving the competence of carrying out biology laboratory practice in schools, then on average 55.04% strongly agree, and as much as 43.84% agree. This means that as much as 55.04% of respondents strongly agree that the substance of the experiment in improving the competence of conducting practical work in schools is very useful. Overall all laboratory practice material presented is very useful, but it would be nice in every experiment to include other alternative materials/tools to be used. This is because not all schools have adequate laboratory facilities, there are even schools that do not have laboratories, including tools/materials, so teachers are required to be more creative in finding alternative materials/simple tools that will be used in laboratory practice [5,20,21].

As a whole, the subject matter of this course is relevant and has its uses with the implementation of Biology laboratory practice in schools, but the conditions in school laboratories are sometimes complete equipment or limited material is still often found [8,22]. Experiments on food testing and the results of excretion of ingredients are incomplete and there is no description of how to make a solution and obtain a solution. The notes are that the visualization of the laboratory practice process is very necessary for this condition, such as the stages of division in frogs or in mice, or the stages of cutting plants by stem cuttings. Not only being explained in the description but also with visualization/picture, so it is easy to understand. If possible VCDs can be equipped as in the blood type test laboratory practice, Plant Development on vegetative propagation. The module is equipped with a CD, but not for all experiments, only for those that are considered difficult.

Module 1 material for gram staining is rather difficult to find the bacteria and at school, there are no or rare experiments done at school. It is rather difficult to implement and bacteria must already be in the finished form which must be purchased. Experiments in module 7 are rather difficult to find ingredients such as specimens preserved for parasitic worms. Schools must look for material from learning sources such as those in higher education institutions that have complete laboratories or to find places to procure materials that are somehow difficult to obtain, so as to obtain appropriate information, and experimental material that is not relevant to middle/ high school material such as counting the number of microorganisms, identification of microorganisms, and gram staining. Material with characters like these is indeed quite difficult because it is to add students' insights in applying the theory learned [23–25].

Science learning activities can be carried out through various activities such as observation, testing/research, discussion, independent information gathering through reading assignments, interviewing resource persons, simulations/role playing, singing, demonstration/modeling demonstrations, and relating to the Environment, Technology and Society [26–28]. Learning activities are directed more at direct learning experiences than teaching (teaching). The teacher acts as a facilitator so students are more active in the learning process. The teacher is accustomed to providing the broadest opportunities so that students can learn more meaningfully by giving responses that activate all students positively. The Biology teacher can provide project assignments that need to be worked on and reviewed to continually improve results. The task of this project is expected to involve Science, Environment, Technology, and Society in real terms in the context of simple technological development, research and testing, making reading literature, making clippings, writing scientific ideas or the like. Learning objectives for each subject and expected educational competence are determined.

The direct learning experience is emphasized through the use and development of scientific process skills and attitudes in order to understand concepts and be able to solve problems. To make it easier for teachers to do scientific work, basic competencies and indicators of scientific work are presented and integrated into their subject matter. In a learning activity such as scientific research, not all indicators of scientific work must be done. The teacher can choose according to the needs of the availability of tools/materials, student abilities, availability of time allocation, and the ability of teachers.
The approach used in Biology learning is student-oriented. The teacher's role shifts from determining "what will be learned" to "how to provide and enrich student learning experiences". Learning experiences are obtained through a series of activities to explore the environment through active interaction with friends, the environment, and other resource persons. Learning methods must be analytical, tangible objects. The laboratory approach is commonly used in the presentation of science learning through the methods of experimentation and demonstration [29-32].

4. Conclusions

Based on the results of the study it can be concluded that the relevance of the substance of the experiment to improve the competence of practicing laboratory practice in the average school is that 44.21% strongly agree, and as much as 42.41% agree and only 10.96% disagree. So 44.21% of students agreed that the substance of the experiment was relevant to improve the competence of laboratory practice in school. The usefulness of the substance of the experiment in improving the competence of carrying out biology laboratory practice in schools is that on average as much as 55.04% strongly agree, and as much as 43.84% agree. Through this research, according to the study and input obtained it is necessary to review the practical points that need to be adapted to the application of learning in schools both in middle and high school.
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